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Shop and stop
OK, here’s this month’s update… Let’s go! There
was an excellent turnout of 19 members for the November PCARA meeting in anticipation of a visit by ARRL
Hudson Division Director Ria Jairam N2RJ. Unfortunately, Ria was unable to attend due to a personal
matter. During the meeting we held nominations and
elections for 3 open positions on the Board of Directors
— President, Vice President/Treasurer, and Secretary
for 2-year terms each. The incumbent directors Greg
KB2CQE, Joe WA2MCR, and Lou KD2ITZ were nominated and re-elected for their respective positions by
unanimous ballot by those present. Next year (2020)
the remaining two director positions will be up for election.
We gave the new Uncle Giuseppe’s (formerly Turco’s) a try for breakfast on Saturday November 16,
2019. Beside some changes in signage, the atmosphere
was the same.
We had
sixteen
members in
attendance
and a huge
table set up.
After the
Breakfast at
9:00 am, there
was a PCARA
Temporary sign at Uncle Giuseppe’s
VE Test
Marketplace.
Session at the
John C. Hart Memorial Library in Shrub Oak, NY. There
were three candidates, eight VEs in attendance, and
two candidates were able to obtain CSCEs. Congratulations! Once again, thanks to Mike W2IG for coordinating the session and to the John C. Hart Memorial
Library for providing us a location in which to hold it.
On the evening of Tuesday November 19, 2019 at
7:00 p.m. at the Town of Cortlandt CUE Room located
in the Cortlandt Town Center a presentation entitled
Getting Started with FT8 was given by Masa JR1AQN. It
was a repeat of a presentation that Masa had given
earlier this year at Pacificon 2019. This was an excellent introduction to one of the most popular digital
modes in use by the amateur community today. After

Masa JR1AQN presented “Getting Started with FT8” at the
Cortlandt ‘CUE’ Community Room on November 19.

the presentation, Mike N2HTT demonstrated his Raspberry Pi FT8 station that he brought along for show and
tell. Thanks to both Masa and Mike! We would also like
to thank the Town of Cortlandt for permitting us use of
the CUE Room.
December 1, 2019 is the date of the PCARA Annual
Holiday Dinner. We will meet at 5:00 p.m. at the Cortlandt Colonial Manor Restaurant. Please consider
joining us to enjoy the spirit of the season and camaraderie of our unique hobby. If you are going to attend,
RSVP to: mail ‘at’ pcara.org. [Details on page 10 -Ed.]
For the month of December 2019, PCARA has been
selected to be part of the Stop & Shop Community Bag
Program. The non-profit of the... Contd. on page 2
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month of December is PCARA
and the local Stop & Shop is
located in the Beach Shopping
Center, 1831 Main Street, Peekskill, NY. PCARA is the default
beneficiary when a ‘Give Back’
bag is purchased in the Peekskill store during December.
PCARA would like to thank Stop & Shop for this generous opportunity. For more information see the article
on page 6 by Lou KD2ITZ.
Please mark your calendars for the following
upcoming events:
· Tuesday December 24, 2019: Parking Detail at the
Church of the Holy Spirit for the 4:00 p.m. Christmas
Eve Mass. (See page 11.)
· Saturday January 4, 2019: Ham Radio University at
LIU Post.
· Sunday January 5, 2019: PCARA January Monthly
Meeting featuring the PCARA Annual Bring and
Buy Auction. New location at the Town of Cortlandt
CUE Room, Cortlandt Town Center, at 3:00 p.m. (See
page 11.)
· April 2020 Marks the 20th Anniversary of PCARA’s
Incorporation. Perhaps a Special Event Station lies in
the future?
Our next regularly scheduled membership meeting
is the Annual Holiday Dinner on Sunday December 1,
2019, 5:00 p.m. at the Cortlandt Colonial Manor Restaurant in Cortlandt Manor, NY. I look forward to
seeing each of you there.
- 73 de Greg, KB2CQE

PCARA Board
President:
Greg Appleyard, KB2CQE; kb2cqe ‘at’ arrl.net
Vice President/Treasurer:
Joe Calabrese, WA2MCR; wa2mcr ‘at’ arrl.net
Secretary:
Lou Cassetta, KD2ITZ, radiocassetta ‘at’ gmail.com
Directors:
Bob Tarsio, N2CBH
Mike Dvorozniak, W2IG

Net night
Peekskill/Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association
holds a weekly net on the 146.67 MHz W2NYW
repeater on Thursdays at 8:00 p.m.
Join net control Karl, N2KZ for news and neighborly information.

Adventures in DXing
- N2KZ
Thankful
When it comes to Ham Radio, I have a lot to be
thankful for. What a lovely experience it has been!
Without a word
spoken, my fist
has taken me
around the world
as if my name
was Phileas
Fogg. Not one
place on the
planet resists my
visits. Could this
be the product of
something magiPassepartout tops up Phileas Fogg’s
cal? Are my
champagne glass.
humble and
Spartan transceivers actually the equivalent of Aladdin’s lamp? Indeed,
they are!
Picture me cruising up I-75 through Toledo, Ohio.
I am sitting in my Toyota Corolla traveling at 70 or
more miles an hour steering with my left hand (a
regular habit, I might add.) My right hand is resting on
the edge of the passenger seat. A piece of cedar wood
holds my
Navy flame
proof telegraph key as I
am sending
Morse into my
Realistic
HTX-100
transceiver.
Navy flame proof key. The contacts are
covered so any sparks will not ignite
With whom
flammable vapor that might be present.
do I converse?
My correspondent at the other end of the ether was Alan
Hughes, ZL3KR, in Redwood, Christchurch, New Zealand. This is no miracle. This is ten meter CW! For
nearly 20 minutes we enjoyed our mutual amazement
that we could touch base with so little in between us.
All I had was 25 watts into a modified CB mag-mount
whip on my roof. Ah, miracles do happen!
The magic of radio can be found nearly anywhere.
Coming home from work one afternoon, I found myself
sitting nearly motionless in traffic on the approaches to
the George Washington Bridge. RF signals would be
challenged to find a place more foreboding. Again on
ten meters, I was chatting with David Lawrence,
MM0BPS, in Ayr, Scotland.
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I warned David that
I was about to crawl
under the superstructure
of a sizable apartment
building that is literally
built over the I-95 highway. In a couple of
minutes we both
laughed. Even with the
50dB attenuation
brought by thousands of
tons of steel and concrete
our CW conversation
went on unscathed. Can
anything stop a ten meter
signal?
GW Bridge apartments.
More Magic
Six meters can be even more fun. Longing to try
the “magic band,” my friend Lonnie, NY2LJ, loaned me
a Santec MX-6S HT with an interesting combination of
modes: SSB
and CW. With
a good set of
batteries and
some luck, the
Santec should
emit a full
watt of power.
On first trial, I
Mizuho/Santec MX-6 50 MHz transceiver. had the HT
with its big
for 6 meters.
long collapsible whip antenna laying on my bed on the
second story of my house. With my straight key
attached and ready to go, I heard a CQ and answered
it. W8LU, Ken from Plymouth, Michigan was calling
and heard me right away. Do I have things to be thankful for? You bet!
My fascination with the miracle of ham radio continues. One of my very first QSOs with my Small
Wonder Labs
QRP kit was a
very memorable QSO with
F3NB, Andre
“Andy” Bertemes in Cugnaux, France
just outside of
Toulouse. My
SW-40+ was
feeding my
40 meter
dipole with a
powerful one
watt signal on
André Bertemes, F3NB

7020 kHz CW. Andy was first licensed in 1932 and was
89 years old when we met in 2005. Needless to say, we
were both thrilled with this contact!
When I first went on the air in 2000 with my
trusty Heathkit HW-16, I had only an 80 meter dipole
and lived nightly around 3700 kHz. The people you
would meet especially in the wee hours of the morning:
musicians and restaurant workers coming off their
shifts, factory workers, retired military veterans and a
cornucopia of humanity that never stopped fascinating.
Wait later in the evening, approaching the beginnings of the dawn and the world ‘down under’ would
begin to percolate with stations from Australia and New
Zealand almost on a daily
basis. Consider when it
becomes 7:00 p.m. anywhere
in the world and chances are
that local hams would be
sitting down to operate.
You’ll see this especially on
30 meters. For example:
eastern and central European
stations are often heard in the
mid-afternoon here on the
American East Coast. 7:00
p.m. somewhere is always
prime time to fill in more countries in your log book.
Good Memories
You never know when a memorable QSO might
happen. I was ironing shirts one Sunday afternoon in
the year 2000 preparing for another week’s work. My
Icom IC-T2H HT was scanning along the 2 meter band
and stopped at an interesting conversation between
what appeared to be a broadcast engineer and a gentleman with a British accent. When their QSO ended I
‘backdoored’ and jumped on the repeater to see if they
could hear me. It was then that I met Bob, N2CBH and
Malcolm, NM9J and became part of the PCARA family.

Bob N2CBH, Karl N2KZ and Malcolm NM9J during an
early PCARA foxhunt.
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Did we have a lot to talk about (and still do!)
There are many accessories to the ham radio
hobby. I have gained a
lot of experience as a
teacher for new ham
Technician preparation
and Morse Code ‘CW.’
You are always welcome
when you bring presentations to club meetings
like our recent ‘Foxhunt
University’ series.
Become a radio direction finding expert by
participating in our fox
hunts, as well. I always
keep an ear out for very
slow or tentative CW
Foxhunt University 2017.
operators so I can lend
them some encouragement.
Another way to find instant gratification is to serve
as an ARRL volunteer examiner. Being a ‘VE’ is a
rewarding and wonderful way to insure our hobby continues to grow and succeed with new enthusiastic
members. Helping new hams to create their first ham
stations is also fun. When someone is frustrated and
unsatisfied with their on-air results, a little help and
friendship goes a long way. Both of you enjoy the
improvement when a problem is answered and you
also gain a good friend!
The opportunity to build great things and experiment is especially gratifying. A multitude of rigs have
passed my tool bag and soldering iron. Real fun came
from assembling very basic kits like the famous Tuna
Tin II QRP
transmitter I
operate with
AA batteries
on 40 meter
CW. Two little
transistors
with an output
of maybe 250
milliwatts can
go a long way.
Similarly, a
Small Wonder
Labs ‘RockMite” at 250
milliwatts on
20 meters
never ceases
Tuna Tin II QRP transmitter.
to amaze
operators and recipients.
How amazing can it get? I once had a ‘sked’ with

Paul Pike, VE1DY from Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia
(just north of Halifax) on 40 meter CW. Our combined
power output
was less than
half a watt! I
used my Tuna
Tin II and Paul
operated with
a Small
Wonder Labs
‘Rock Mite.’
We had no
VE1DY has a very relaxed operating style.
trouble with
immediate
copy at the scheduled time of our QSO. Paul dropped
his power down to about 70 milliwatts and I could still
pull him through. Quite an afternoon!
There are so many other ways to find fun. Malcolm, NM9J and I heard welcome applause for our two
Simplex Challenge events and 70 cm tutorial. We
found pride and satisfaction especially in producing
N2KZ-TV on 440 MHz for our demonstration! Our continued positive responses to our PCARA Update and
Facebook pages and weekly ‘The Old Goats Net’ only
add to the fun.
Why not make an early New Year’s resolution and
get on the air? There is more history to be made and
the rest is still unwritten! Do I have plenty to be thankful for? You bet! See you on the air!
Have a very happy Thanksgiving and don’t forget
ARRL’s Straight Key Night on New Year’s Eve and New
Years’s Day. Details can be found at:
http://www.arrl.org/straight-key-night.
Please don’t forget our holiday dinner
on Sunday, December 1 at 5:00 p.m.
Meet us at The Cortlandt Colonial
Manor Restaurant, 714 Old Albany
Post Road in Cortlandt. A good time is
guaranteed for all. Happy holidays and
dit dit de N2KZ Karl ‘The Old Goat.’
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Introduction to FT8
On the evening of Tuesday November 19, eighteen
members and friends of PCARA gathered at the Town
of Cortlandt’s “C.U.E.” community room in Cortlandt
Town Center. First item on the agenda was a presentation by Masa Maeda, JR1AQN on “Getting Started with
FT8”. During the past year Masa has joined in several
PCARA events including Field Day and the fall Foxhunt. In October 2019 Masa gave presentations at Pacificon (ARRL Pacific Division Convention) on “FT8 for
Beginners” and “Study on Actual Usage of FT8 in the
US and Japan.”

being used in the USA and Japan. Japanese amateurs
are enthusiastic about FT8 mode as it does not require
English language skills for international contacts.
The second item of the evening was a demonstration by Mike N2HTT of his digital mode setup for portable FT8 operation based on a Raspberry Pi single
board computer, constructed on a bamboo cutting
board. This setup has been described in a recent post
on Mike’s blog site: https://n2htt.radio/. The article is
also reproduced in this month’s PCARA Update. Mike
drew attention to YouTube videos by KM4ACK and
OH8STN for helpful information on network setup and
portable operation with the Raspberry Pi.

Masa JR1AQN begins his presentation “Getting started
with FT8” in the Cortlandt Town Center C.U.E. Room.

Masa explained the origins of FT8 in the WSJT
software suite developed by Dr. Joe Taylor K1JT and
his collaborators. JT65 mode was introduced in 2003
for weak signal work such as moonbounce. JT65
involves a long transmission sequence, lasting one
minute — which can be quite a strain on low-duty-cycle transmitters. It also results in a slow QSO rate. FT8
was introduced in 2017 and is named after Joe Taylor
and Steve Franke, K9AN. It has a shorter 15 second
transmit period, allowing faster QSOs than JT65.
Masa explained HF station/computer requirements
for FT8 and showed how multiple transmissions are
displayed on-screen using WSJT and JTDX software
(https://www.jtdx.tech/en/). He went on to describe his
own station
setups in New
York and California. The
talk concluded
with results
from surveys
indicating
growth of the
new mode,
and how it is
Masa’s New York station W2/JR1AQN.

Mike N2HTT’s battery-powered setup for portable digital
modes is based on a Raspberry Pi (left) and other
components mounted on a bamboo cutting board.

Mike tried operation using a small loop antenna
inside the CUE room. Better results were obtained with
a 40 meter dipole supported at 8 feet above ground,
just outside the door. Mike’s 5 watt FT8 transmissions
were audible in Europe as demonstrated by the PSKreporter web site (https://www.pskreporter.info/).

PSKReporter map shows 48 stations that heard the 5 watt
FT8 transmission from N2HTT’s portable station at the
Cortlandt CUE Room on November 19. [Pic credit KD2ITZ]
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These reception reports were followed by a successful FT8 QSO with K2PS, located in EL98 (Florida).

Mike N2HTT demonstrates portable FT8 operation during
PCARA’s “Getting started with FT8” evening.

There was one additional item worth mentioning
that took place on November 19 at the CUE Room.
Michael, KD2STC had brought in his home-constructed
7-element tape-measure Yagi for assessment.

Community Bag Program
PCARA has been selected to be a part of the Stop
& Shop Community Bag Program. The program facilitates contributions to the local
community while
supporting the
environment. For
the month of
December, each
time a $2.50
reusable Community Bag is purchased at the
Stop & Shop
located in the
Beach Shopping
Stop & Shop “Give Back” Community
Center (1831
East Main Street, Bags will benefit PCARA during the
Peekskill), $1.00 month of December 2019.
will be donated to PCARA, unless otherwise directed by
the customer.

Stop & Shop store at the Beach Shopping Center.

Michael KD2STC’s 7 element Yagi for the 2 meter band
rests on two high chairs ready for testing. [Pic: KD2ITZ]

Performance of
Michael’s antenna was
checked on 144-148
MHz using an FA-VA5
vector antenna analyzer. VSWR proved to
be quite satisfactory
after adding an RF
choke, formed by
winding several turns
of coaxial cable
around the PVC pipe
boom.
- NM9J
Antenna check. [Pic: KD2ITZ]

Each Community Bag has an attached Giving Tag
that allows the customer to select a nonprofit to receive
a $1.00 donation, by submitting a code on the web. If the
request is not made within
seven days of purchase, the
contribution goes to PCARA
by default. This is a great way
to raise awareness, support
the environment, and fundraise for our club. To learn
more about this program,
please visit:
https://stopandshop.bags4mycause
.com/ .

PCARA is grateful to Stop
& Shop for this exciting
opportunity to be a Community Bag Program beneficiary.
- Lou KD2ITZ
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Digital on Board – N2HTT
[Mike N2HTT has given permission for this recent posting
from his blog to appear in PCARA Update. For more of
Mike’s projects see “73, de N2HTT” at https://n2htt.radio/
–Ed.]
When summer was in full swing here in the
Hudson Valley, I’ve been out whenever possible with
one of the portable setups doing a little operating. In
these times of rock bottom propagation, QRP does
present a challenge. Between that and the humidity, a
guy can get restless.
I have not been interested at all up to now in the
recent ham phenomenon of FT8. I have done digital
modes in the past, most notably PSK-31, but in recent
years my interest dropped off. The current controversies over FT8 being “real ham radio” were enough to
fend me off. But, to be fair I should not make up my
mind about it until I tried it. So I started to think, not
seriously of course, about what it would take to try out
FT8. Just to be sure I have no interest in it whatsoever.
Well the first thing I would need was a computer
to run the software. All of the machines in our household are spoken for, and it would inconvenient to move
my office laptop for digital shack duties, so I started the
usual eBay search for an old, used, cheap, Linux-worthy laptop. Pretty depressing.
Have some Pi
I’m not sure when the idea occurred to me, but for
less than half the money and one quarter the footprint,
a Raspberry Pi might do the trick. The new models of
this $35 single
board computer run quad
core processors
at 1.4 GHz, a
far cry from the
original. It was
an intriguing
idea, and I took
a look. I
found a lot of Raspberry Pi 3B+ single board computer
has a 64-bit quad-core processor running
material,
much of it on at 1.4 GHz, 1 GB RAM, dual-band
2.4/5 GHz wireless LAN, Bluetooth and
YouTube.
gigabit Ethernet.
There are
dozens of
videos covering all facets of Raspberry Pi mischief: I
used several of them as sources for my project and I
will share the links as I go along.
One of the YouTube channels I found, “SurvivalTech Nord” by Julian, OH8STN

(https://www.youtube.com/c/oh8stn), suddenly changed
the whole idea and crystallized the project for me. I
highly recommend his work, the videos are packed
with great information. [For more from OH8STN see:
https://oh8stn.org/blog/tag/raspberry-pi/ -Ed.]
Get on board
Running digital
modes would be interesting, but running
them portable, off
grid, battery operated
QRP would be awesome! I had to do this,
especially since I
instantly knew that I
had the perfect substrate for a portable
digital platform: a
bamboo cutting board.
I’ve put lots of
Everything’s better on a bamboo
projects on these
cutting board. [Pics credit N2HTT]
boards – they’re
cheap, readily available in the produce section of your
local grocery, and made from a renewable resource.
Every project is better on a bamboo cutting board.
Radio recipe
I made a list of the hardware I would need:
▪ Bamboo cutting board (had one in stock)
▪ Raspberry Pi (I chose to use a 3B+ rather than the
newly released 4)
▪ Case for the Pi
▪ Power distribution for 12V to the radio and the Pi
▪ DC-DC converter to supply 5V to the Pi
▪ Sound card interface
▪ Rig control interface
▪ GPS (for off-grid time synchronization)
▪ FT-817
▪ Android tablet for UI (Raspberry Pi runs “headless”)
▪ One of those cute Bluetooth keyboard/mouse combos
(optional, but handy)
▪ 12V battery to run everything (I have a Bioenno 4.5Ah
LiFePO4)
▪ Several class 10 microSD cards and USB reader (really
important, make backups!)
There’s a lot to describe about this project, so I’m
going to focus on the hardware in this article, and
follow on with posts to discuss some other key issues:
▪ Setting the Raspberry Pi up to run headless
▪ Installing the latest versions of ham radio digital software
▪ Setting the Pi up as an access point when there isn’t
WiFi available.
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Sound choice
Anyway, on to the hardware. By watching Julian’s
videos, I selected the sound card interface and the GPS
unit for the project.
The sound card interface, a ZLP MiniProSC
(http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/DM_MiniPro_SC.htm), is
sold by a firm in the UK, but ordering it for delivery to
the States was not a problem, and it was about a week
from order to delivery. The MiniProSc is tiny, has very
good specifications, and no knobs. Audio levels are
controlled
from the computer, very
convenient.
The other
choice was a
SignaLink™,
which is more
expensive,
MiniProSC USB computer-to-radio
physically
interface for AFSK data modes has a
larger, and
after reading built-in high performance sound-card and
pro-quality isolating transformers.
reviews and
comparing
specifications, less attractive to me.
The MiniProSC is shipped with connecting cables
for the radio of your choice. I ordered the data input
cable for the FT-817, which will also work with my
FT-847. Oddly enough, the MiniProSC uses the
old-style, larger type B USB cable. There is nothing
special about the bright blue one you see in the photo,
it was just the shortest cable of this variety I had on
hand.
The GPS
unit is an inexpensive USB
dongle,
readily available on
Amazon
(https://www.a
GPS dongle and FTDI rig control dongle,
plugged into Raspberry Pi USB sockets.

(https://k9jeb.com/PowerConnector.aspx). These are a
superb alternative to commercially-made distribution
blocks, and
John offers an
optional DCDC converter
the size of a
Powerpole,
which can be
substituted in
up to three
locations on
the board. I
K9JEB power distribution kits employ
ordered my kit Powerpole-type connectors. This one also
with one DC- has a USB charger module fitted.
DC converter,
and the filter capacitors. This block allows me to
connect the battery to the Raspberry Pi setup and the
radio, and provides fused input. It works well, but I
found that the Pi with all the USB devices connected
wanted more current than the tiny converter could
supply, and so consistently displayed the dreaded
“lightning bolt” icon on the desktop indicating the
supply voltage was sagging.
Consequently I found a very nice, inexpensive
adjustable DC-DC converter on Amazon
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B078Q1624B/). This
works great, it can provide several amps if necessary
with very good voltage regulation and includes a nice
display and switch-controlled start up. I haven’t noticed
any switching noise on the ham bands. And, I can still
charge my tablet from the DC converted on the power
distribution block if I need to.

mazon.com/gp/
product/B07QR
GK7ZK). Julian

OH8STN provides a video showing the software installation and
setup necessary to allow Raspbian Linux to synchronize
its system time to the NMEA sentences coming from the
GPS receiver. You will only need this when not connected to the Internet; when you have an Internet connection the time servers in the cloud provide more
accurate time fixes and the GPS is ignored.
Power split
Julian also mentions an excellent Anderson Powerpole® distribution block sold as a kit by John, K9JEB

DROK Power Supply Module, with DC to DC Converter.

Connecting the Pi to the DC converter required
making a power cable. I cannibalized an old wall wart
for a two-wire cable that appeared robust enough to
carry the amp or so we might draw on startup. The
micro-USB connectors are available on Amazon, about
$3 for ten (https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00OK8ELNA).
You will need ten, because these things are really hard
to solder to — the plastic melts easily if overheated.
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avoided the loss of hours of work.

Homebrew micro USB cable and right-angle adapter.

Use the finest soldering tip you have, crank the temp
down, and use the minimum dwell time necessary to
flow the solder. I added some heat-shrink tubing for a
strain relief, and a 90 degree USB adapter
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01DHTYB64) so I
could route the cable with the least amount of stress.
Some cable ties finish the job, once installed don’t mess
with it. And make a few spares.
Rig control is provided by an FTDI USB dongle
(pictured on previous page with the GPS dongle), again
available from Amazon —
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0041LNISK). No
problem if you stick with FTDI devices, no drivers
needed for Raspbian Linux, it was truly plug and play.
Not much to say, it just works.
Onboard computer
The Raspberry Pi is the 3B+ version, available just
about everywhere. I decided to avoid the newer version
4, as there is a reported problem with powering it from
the USB-C cables available, requiring a converter from
micro-USB.
I found a
nice case for it
as well, that
includes a
heat sink set
and a tiny fan
that runs from
the 5V GPIO
pins. Looks
classy. I was
going to
Raspberry Pi 3B+ in classy case.
provide an
Amazon link for it, but apparently the 3B+ version has
been replaced by the version 4 case. Alas…
I chose to use 64 Gbyte micro SD cards for the persistent store on the Pi, but in retrospect that might be
overkill; 32 GB is plenty, you could probably get away
with less. The issue is that you will need several of
these cards so you can back up the software as you
make progress with the various installation and configuration tasks. Trying to set up the access point I hosed
up my setup several times — having those backups

Stay on board
All this stuff needs to be
stuck down to the cutting
board, and my favorite
medium for this is 3M™
Scotch brand “Extremely
Strong” hook and loop fasteners. They don’t appear to
have any other name, see
the picture nearby.
They are not actually
hooks and loops, more like
little mushrooms, and the
tape is genderless. Clean
Scotch™ “Extremely
both surfaces with a little
Strong” fasteners employ
isopropyl alcohol, let them
Dual-Lock™ technology.
dry. Stick to device, place
Interlocking mushroomcarefully and stick to the
shaped heads connect with
board. Allow to set for a few an audible snap.
hours undisturbed and
you’re good to go. In the unlikely event
that you ever want to remove something
from the board, it can with effort be
peeled off.
Remote control
The idea of using the tablet, connected over WiFi
to the Pi as a user interface is brilliant. You can operate
without direct connection to the rig, giving you a lot of
flexibility for your portable setup. The type of tablet
does not matter; excellent VNC client apps are available free for Android and IOS devices which bring the
Pi’s desktop to your device and allow you to interact
with the ham radio software GUI. This photo is of my
nVidia tablet running VNC client.

Rasberry Pi desktop running WSJT-X v 2.1.0 as viewed on
an Android tablet with VNC (Virtual Network Computing)
client software.

While it is not necessary, these cute little Bluetooth keyboard/mouse combinations —
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(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01GCPVZDW) eliminate the need
to use the
touch screen
and virtual
keyboard on
your tablet,
yielding finer
and more positive control of
the software
Cute Bluetooth keyboard.
in my opinion.

Holiday Dinner
The 2019 PCARA Holiday Dinner will take place at
the same location as last year, the Cortlandt Colonial
Manor Restaurant. The event begins at 5:00 p.m. on
Sunday December 1.

Add a radio
The rig is of course my venerable Yaesu FT-817
(original model) which has come out of mothballs and
is ideal for this application. I have also used the board
with my FT-847, the big brother of the 817, and this
also works quite well.
The restaurant is located at 714 Old Albany Post
Road. Take the Bear Mountain Parkway to the Highland Avenue exit, then proceed north down Highland
Avenue and across the bridge. Restaurant and parking
are immediately on the left.

y
an
Alb d
d tR
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I haven’t done tests but by rough calculation I
should get 4 hours of operation from the 4.5 amperehour battery. Once started, the Pi draws a steady 0.5
amp. The FT-817 draws about 2 amps at 5 watts on
transmit. The receive current is about 350 mA. So in
FT8 receive mode the setup is drawing about 850 mA,
on transmit 2.35 amps. During QSO you have a 50%
transmit/ receive duty cycle, so the average QSO draw
is 1175 mA. If you assume your time is spent two thirds
listening and one
third in QSO,
overall average
consumption
would be 625 mA,
and allowing for
not depleting the
battery much
beyond 50% you
could run the
setup for about 4
Bioenno 4.5 Ah LiFePo4 Battery
hours. More than
enough for me.
In the next post I will go over the software used in
the project. Lots of interesting stuff to talk about. Until
then —
- 73 de N2HTT
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Yaesu FT-817 transceiver listening to FT8 on 40 meters.
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The dinner menu is as follows:

Open Soup and Salad Bar
Soda, iced tea and soft drinks (unlimited)
�� choice of: ��
Prime Ribs of Beef
Grilled New York Strip Steak
Grilled Pork Tenderloin Medallions
Jumbo Shrimp with crabmeat stuffing
Chicken — Marsala, Chardonnay, Sherry or Madeira
Penne ala Vodka, traditional or w/grilled chicken
Custom Cake – Chocolate Mousse
Cost will be ~$43.00 per head including service,
but not including alcoholic drinks. Please let Greg
KB2CQE know if you will be attending by emailing the
number of people in your party to: mail ‘at’ pcara.org.
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V.E. Test Session - Nov 16 Church parade - Dec 24
PCARA’s latest Volunteer Examiner Test Session
took place on Saturday November 16, 2019 shortly
after the Saturday
morning breakfast at
what is now Uncle
Giuseppe’s Marketplace.
Temperature outside the
John C. Hart Memorial
Library in Shrub Oak was
only 34°F, a lot cooler
than September’s session. Nevertheless, eight
V.E.s and two helpers
came along to administer examinations to three candidates.

Amateur Radio Tests were supervised by eight Volunteer
Examiners during PCARA’s V.E. Test Session held on
November 16 at John C. Hart Memorial Library.

One of the candidates was Jan, LA1ZN, who first
encountered PCARA at the Special Event Station held
in the grounds of John C. Hart Library on August 26��,
2018. After the September 2018 Test Session, Jan
received Technician call KD2QMA. At the next session
in November 2018 he made the upgrade to General,
then received Vanity call W2JAN in December 2018.
Jan successfully passed the Extra Class examination
during PCARA’s November 16, 2019 session.
Our second success of the day was Thomas,
KD2SUI of Carmel, who upgraded from Technician to
General. Congratulations to all.
Thanks to Volunteer Examiners Mike W2IG (Team
Liaison), Larry AC2QH, Gary WB2HNA, Thomas
KD2JUH, Lou KD2ITZ, Stan WA2NRV, Verle W2VJ and
NM9J. Helpers included Mike N2EAB and Jay NE2Q.
The next V.E. Test Session is scheduled for Saturday January 18th, 2020. For more details, all candidates are advised to contact V.E. Team Liaison, Mike
W2IG, at w2igg ‘at’ yahoo.com.

PCARA has received another request from Kathy
Campolo, XYL of N2LJO, to provide support for the
4:00 p.m. Mass at the Church of the Holy Spirit,
located at the Peekskill/Cortlandt boundary on Route
202. The address is 1969 Crompond Road, Cortlandt
Manor, NY.
The Christmas Eve Mass at 4:00 p.m. on December
24 is a well-attended event, with many vehicles
attempting to park in the Church grounds. The parking
lot frequently overflows onto the upper-grassy area,
with the site becoming completely occupied before the
4:00 p.m. service begins.
If you would like to help, you will need a handitalkie programmed for 146.565 MHz simplex, suitable
clothing for 1½ hours in the December open air and a
high-visibility
vest or jacket
to make sure
drivers can see
you. Start time
for radio
support is
around 2:30
p.m.
If you can
be available
from roughly
2:30 to 4:00 p.m. on December 24, please contact Greg
KB2CQE using mail ‘at’ pcara.org.

Bring and Buy Auction
One fixture on PCARA’s Calendar every New Year
is the annual Bring and Buy Auction. By tradition, this
event takes place during the first monthly meeting of
the year.
In PCARA’s 20�� anniversary year of 2020, the
January meeting and Auction are being transferred
from our usual venue at Hudson Valley Hospital to the
Town of Cortlandt “CUE” Community Room at Cortlandt Town Center. The main reason for this change is
to make it easier to transport boat anchors and other
desirable equipment to and from the site. There is
nearby parking and more space for those taking part.
The Auction is scheduled in January because of
the lack of any local Hamfests during the long winter
months.
PCARA’s January meeting takes place on Sunday
January 5��, 2020, starting at 3:00 p.m. in the CUE
Room. Make a note in your new calendar and start
checking basement, shack and attic for radio items you
no longer need that could prove attractive to your
fellow radio amateurs.
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Field Day results
Results from ARRL Field Day 2019 were published
in the December 2019 issue of QST with the full database appearing on ARRL’s web site on November 11.
See http://www.arrl.org/results-database?event_id=113112 .
PCARA’s entry in Field Day was in Category 2A,
meaning a portable club or non-club entry with two
stations operating simultaneously on the HF bands and
a minimum of three people taking part. Category 2A
also allows a ‘free’ VHF station to add to the score. Our
site at Walter Panas High School made use of a rental
van and tarpaulins stretched over the baseball dugout.

Field Day 2019 at Walter Panas High School. L to R:
Lou KD2ITZ, Jared KD2HXZ and Greg KB2CQE.

Field Day stalwart Joe WA2MCR had a clash of
events in 2019. Fortunately support from members and
friends was outstanding with a total of 29 participants
— a new record for PCARA. We also had a new
antenna to try out, a three element wire beam for
40 meters designed by Jay NE2Q and constructed at a
recent PCARA workshop. The antenna was highly effective, focusing 7 MHz RF energy on many stations in the
mid-west. The results are shown below, comparing our
2019 score with previous years.
Peekskill/Cortlandt ARA, W2NYW, Class 2A
2002 2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2011 2012
QSOs: 718 733 968 853 1019 1109 694 879 968
Power:
2 (<150W)
Partcpts: 15 11
12 10 14
10 10 14
15
Tot scor: 2,096 2,328 2,996 2,798 2,906 3,460 2,746 2,602 2,920
2013 (Class 1A) 2014
QSOs:
775
722
Power:
2 (<150W)
Participants: 14
16
Total score: 2040 2460

2016
816

2017
813

2018
731

2019
829

19
3018

22
2734

22
2886

29
2764

Publication of the full results database on the
ARRL web site allows a comparison of PCARA’s efforts

with our neighbors in the ARRL Hudson Division and in
Eastern New York. In 2019, PCARA was:
● First out of two entries in Categ. 2A, ENY section.
● Ninth out of 33 in all of ENY section.
● Fifth out of 10 in Category 2A, Hudson Division.
● 28th out of 105 in the entire Hudson Division.
● 91st out of 360 in Category 2A nationwide.
● 535th out of 3,112 total entries listed.
For a more detailed view of our results compared
with neighboring clubs in Eastern New York section,
see the table below:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Call
K2AE
N2SF
W2C
K2QS
K2CT
N2LL
K2DLL
WD2K

Points
7,868
7,696
6,584
6,150
5,466
3,542
3,106
2,878
W2NYW 2,764
K2PUT 2,726
W2YRC 2,566
W2EGB 2,142
W2HO 2,136
NY2U 1,918
KC2OUR 1,640

Cat QSOs
6A 2,080
4A 2,036
6F 1,493
3AC 1,721
3A 1,334
6A 807
3A 791
3A 452
2A 829
3A 487
3A 536
2A 495
5A 176
4A 275
3A 390

Club
Broughton Meml FD Grp
Westchester EmCom Assn
Warren Co RC
QSY Soc
Albany ARA
Overlook Mountain ARC
Saratoga Co ARA
Rip Van Winkle ARS
Peekskill / Cortlandt ARA
PEARL
Yonkers ARC
East Greenbush ARA
Orange Co (NY) ARC
Troy ARA
Orange Co ARES/RACES

Compared
with 2018, PCARA
made 98 more contacts, but scored
122 fewer points.
The extra contacts
were probably a
result of more
effective overnight
operation plus
improved coverage Overnight operation by Mike N2EAB
and Bob N2CBH.
of the 40 meter
beam. The decrease in total score might be accounted
for by a reduction in bonus points claimed. Even so, in
this sunspot-minimum year, the total score raised our
position in ENY section from 11�� to 9��. All the ENY
stations above W2NYW were in higher categories of
3A, 4A, 6A etc., allowing more simultaneous stations,
with five entries also having a GOTA station.
QST reported a substantial increase in digital contacts (FT8 and RTTY) in 2019. No digital contacts were
made by PCARA in 2019, so this will need attention
next time. Another factor which may have to be taken
into account is the upper baseball field at Walter Panas
High School — which is due to be relocated to the west
side of the school building.
- NM9J
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Into the lead
Past issues of PCARA Update have featured reminiscences about my early days in amateur radio. This
was a time when money was scarce and the hobby had
to be conducted on a student budget. As a result, my
station had a mix of home-constructed and government
surplus equipment.
Moving on to the early 1970s — I had started
work and began earning enough money for some better
radios. In the U.K. this was a time when much equipment still employed vacuum tubes — it would be
several years before digital displays, synthesizers and
repeaters came along.
Warrington wires
My first job was in Warrington, roughly 30 miles
from Southport. Warrington is a medium-sized industrial town
located on the
River Mersey,
on the boundary between
Lancashire
and Cheshire
and known for
the manufacture of steel
wire. It is also
close to Burtonwood Airfield, home to
the largest
U.S. Army Air
Force Base in
Europe during
World War II.
(See the movie The route from Southport to Warrington
ran through Ormskirk and St. Helens on
“Yanks”
the A570 and A57 roads.
(1979) for a
flavor of the period…)
Warrington lies 25 miles southeast of Southport.
The journey takes roughly one hour on a route passing
through Ormskirk and St Helens, along the A570 and
A57 roads. I
was driving a
Hillman Imp
— a small
rear-engine
vehicle with a
tendency to
stall when its
fuel line
Hillman Imp was the first rear-engined
became
auto manufactured in Great Britain.
blocked.

For entertainment on the drive, I had an AM car
radio covering medium and long wave. I purchased an
amateur radio set from Harold, G3LWK — this was a
TW Communicator, an integrated transmitter and
receiver for 160 meter AM. It was capable of the UK
power limit of
10 watts input
and fed a
G-Whip helical
antenna
located on the
rear bumper.
(For more
TW Communicator for 160 meters AM.
information
Reduction drive at left is for the TX VFO.
on TW –
Tom Withers – amateur radio equipment, see the following web site maintained by Mike, G4BLH:
http://www.twradio.uk .
At the time, 160 meters was a popular band for
local and mobile work. Despite low power and AM
mode, 1.9 MHz had a useful daylight range of 20-25
miles on ground-wave. As winter approached and part
of the journey stretched into the dark, sky-wave would
begin to roll-in and stations became audible from much
farther away. While operating mobile, there was an
interesting difference between the two types of propagation — I could work just about any ‘local’ amateur
stations who were audible on ground-wave, but I could
never work any of the long distance stations arriving
via sky-wave. The mobile installation must not have
been an efficient sky-wave radiator — or perhaps those
long distance stations were running a lot more power
than my puny 10 watts DC input!
Lead me on
The company that I went to
work for was located in Sankey
Bridges, on the western side of Warrington. They manufactured lead
pigments, paint and stabilizers for
PVC — polyvinyl chloride. The toxic
properties of lead were well known,
but lead paint was still permitted at
the time because of its long life and
anti-corrosive properties.
Although I was working in a
White Lead paint.
modern laboratory building, the
remainder of the site was housed in Victorian-era
industrial premises. The ‘stacks’ were still visible from
the old Dutch Process for manufacturing white lead,
basic lead carbonate, 2PbCO�.Pb(OH)�. In the Dutch
Process, dilute acetic acid and sheets of metallic lead
were placed in pots, interleaved with decaying organic
matter — horse dung and leather tanning waste —
then walled up in a tall brickwork stack for several
months. Fermentation of the organic matter produced
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heat and carbon dioxide which slowly corroded the
metallic lead, producing a high-quality white pigment.
Fortunately, by the time I arrived the site was
using a more modern technique for manufacturing lead
pigments and
stabilizers.
Metallic lead
arrived on-site
in the form of
heavy ingots
which were
melted in a
furnace then
oxidized to
litharge (lead Handling of lead ingots. (Workers should
oxide) by
be wearing coveralls as well as masks).
blowing air
through the hot metal. The finely powdered litharge
was collected in a bagging plant ready for further processing. Basic lead carbonate was produced by passing
carbon dioxide through a suspension of litharge in
water. In a different reaction, the PVC stabilizer tribasic
lead sulfate, 3PbO.PbSO�.H�O, was made by reaction of
sulfuric acid with a suspension of litharge.
In order to prepare a dry pigment or stabilizer the
pigment particles could be filtered out of the watery
suspension then dried into a press cake which could be
powdered in a mill. For products such as paints where
the pigment was dispersed in an oily phase there was
an alternative process. The watery suspension could be
‘flushed’ with an organic carrier such as linseed oil. The
pigment would then transfer from the water to the oily
phase, which could be separated off. Lead stabilizers
for flexible PVC were produced as ‘pastes’ in organic
plasticizer and a similar flushing technique was used to
transfer the fine stabilizer particles from aqueous suspension to the phthalate plasticizer, with the aid of a
little surfactant.
Life in the lab
One of my responsibilities in the laboratory was to
evaluate experimental products and production
samples for
their performance in PVC.
I had a
ground-floor
formulation
room where
PVC samples
could be
mixed, milled
on a heated
Preparation of a flexible PVC hide on a
two-roll mill
heated two-roll mill. (Operator should be
then pressed
wearing protective gloves.)

into flat sheets on a heated hydraulic press.
A good deal of the site’s output went to manufacturers such as BICC and Pirelli for production of
low-voltage power cables, which are insulated and
sheathed with flexible PVC. An important characteristic
of cable insulation is the volume resistivity after the
polymer has been compounded and extruded onto
copper wire. In my upstairs physical testing laboratory
there was equipment for conditioning flexible PVC samples
then measuring their resistance. Volume resistivity of
flexible PVC is quite high —
roughly 10¹³ to 10¹⁵ ohm.cm
for flexible PVC — requiring a
device known as an electrometer with a high-impedance
triode input and guarded electrode for making measurements. The reading is sensitive
to moisture and temperature,
so these factors had to be care- Vacuum-tube based
fully controlled inside a
Electrometer.
shielded measuring chamber.
Part of the lab installation included a water bath
controlled by thermostat to keep the chamber at a constant temperature. The thermostat could be adjusted
for temperature and range, so I had fine-tuned the
setting for the smallest swing in required temperature.
The equipment had to run night and day in order to
condition PVC samples for the required length of time.
An Inspector calls
One day, I was informed that a Post Office Radio
Inspector was paying a visit and wanted to know about
any electrical equipment in the laboratory that might
be causing interference. The Inspector explained that a
householder on the other side of the street had an older
TV set which was still receiving BBC 1 Television on
Channel 2 from Holme Moss in Yorkshire — instead of
the newer Winter Hill transmitter. Reception of
Channel 2 on 48-52
MHz was being ruined
on a regular basis by
an electrical disturbance — which
appeared to be
coming from our
building. It suddenly
struck me that my
Serious analog TV interference.
fine-adjustment of the
thermostat might be responsible. The contacts that I
had so carefully adjusted were opening very slowly and
turning the bath into a spark transmitter for 30 seconds
at a time. I readjusted the magnetically-assisted contacts for a wider gap and this cured the interference.
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Lead location
The manufacturing site at Sankey Bridges was in
an interesting location. It was close by several bridges
that carried road and rail over a canal and a brook. The
Sankey Canal or St. Helens Canal was one of the first
constructed in Britain, dating from 1757. It ran alongside the Sankey Brook from St. Helens to the River
Mersey and was originally intended to transport coal to
the chemical industries of Liverpool.

Sankey Canal with lead works on the left (1960).

1905 map of Sankey Bridges shows the Victorian era
Lead Works buildings (yellow tint) sandwiched between
Liverpool Road, Sankey Canal (blue tint) and station of
the London and North Western Railway (red tint).

Like many other chemical plants, there was also a
rail line running alongside the site. Our Administrative
Building was said to be the adjacent station’s old ticket
office. The station closed in 1949 but the rail line was
still in everyday use supplying coal to nearby Fiddler’s
Ferry power station.

Trains still ran on the tracks behind the Lead Works,
taking coal to Fiddlers Ferry power station. The old station
platform is visible. Structure to the left of the signal post is
a lime kiln for generating carbon dioxide, used in the
manufacture of white lead.

The canal bank alongside our site was also used
for parking cars, and I used to go out to my vehicle at
lunchtime for some 160 meter operation. Ground wave
propagation was good, thanks to the nearby canal, the

River Mersey and the Manchester Ship Canal. I can
remember putting out a transmission one afternoon on
1910 kHz then hearing a very strong signal from a
vessel on the Manchester Ship Canal, just 1¼ miles
away. The ship was trying to contact coast station
Anglesey Radio, GLV, operating on 1925 kHz — and I
heard the P.O. Operator at Anglesey saying “Are you
suffering from amateur interference?” Oh dear — I
suppose that was me!
The Ship Canal had opened in 1894 and ran for 36
miles from Eastham Locks on the Mersey Estuary to the
then new Manchester Docks in Salford. This allowed
transatlantic shipping
bound for the industrial
heartland of Northern
England to bypass the
Port of Liverpool, transforming Manchester into
a busy inland port.
As time went on, I
added more radios to the
G3VNQ/mobile installa- Hudson AM108 transceiver as
tion, with ex-PMR trans- used on 2 meter AM.
ceivers for 2 meters and
4 meters. I made a home-brew 5/8-wave antenna for
2 meters using a plastic pill box for the coil and a
length of piano wire
for the whip. Later
on, I upgraded my
vehicle to a rearengined VW Beetle,
adding a Belcom
Belcom Liner 2 for 144 MHZ SSB. Liner 2 transceiver for
2 meter SSB.
Leaving the lead behind
We were well aware of the hazards of working
with lead compounds. Plant workers had to wear personal protective equipment and their work-clothes
were laundered on-site and changed daily. Everyone
had blood drawn at regular intervals and tested for
toxic metals.
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Much has changed since I left Sankey Bridges,
Warrington. Because of toxicity concerns, lead products
have been largely eliminated from paint and plastics,
though they may still turn up in products from India
and China. Some liquid metal stabilizers that I worked
on contained cadmium and this toxic metal has also
been removed from most modern products. Phthalate
plasticizers such as di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, used for
dispersing stabilizers and to impart flexibility to PVC,
are toxic to infants and act as endocrine disruptors.
Phthalates are also being eliminated, especially from
items used by children.
Sugar boat pictured in the mid-1950s on the Sankey Canal.
This is the same canal bank where ye editor operated
160 meter mobile twenty years later. [Pic credit: SCARS.]

Recent picture of the old Admin Office.

The paint and stabilizer company at Sankey
Bridges was taken over by ALM (Associated Lead Manufacturers) and the site eventually closed, with the
Admin Office becoming home to a Sign and Banner
company, while the lab building houses a Roofing and
Cladding specialist. The old production buildings have
all been cleared away for a new Industrial Estate that
houses a Tower Hire company, a Window and Door
factory plus a Commercial Vehicle tacometer shop.

lifting bridges have since been replaced by low-clearance fixed bridges, preventing passage of most boats.
Some sections of the canal have been restored with
support from Sankey Canal Restoration Society, including a swing bridge that was near the Lead Factory.
Nowadays, the Manchester Ship Canal is too small
for most
ocean-going
vessels. It is
still used by
smaller container ships
and by pleasure craft.
Much of the
original Manchester Docks The Manchester Ship Canal (pictured near
Warrington) can still be navigated by
area has been
smaller vessels.
redeveloped in
this century as “Salford Quays” and “Media City”.
- NM9J

Sankey Bridges today, with the old production site cleared
for modern industrial buildings. The Lab Building and
Admin Office (arrowed) are still in use.

Although trains still run to the power station, shipping on the Sankey Canal ceased in 1959 when sugar
boats stopped running between Liverpool and the
Sankey Sugar Works at Earlestown. Swing bridges and

The area around Manchester Docks has been redeveloped
in the 21st century as Salford Quays. Media City UK,
pictured above, has offices, radio studios and TV studios
for BBC, Granada-ITV and other media companies.
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Windom revival
Three PCARA members arrived at the location of
Charles N2SO on a cold November morning to carry
out antenna restoration. Charles had been using a
Buxcomm “Windom” antenna which had recently fallen
down from the trees that supported it.

L to R: Mike N2EAB, Charles N2SO and Joe WA2MCR
prepare to re-hang Charles’ Windom antenna.

This type of “Windom” antenna is an off-centerfed-dipole design with feed point located 1/3 of the
total wire length from one end. Antenna impedance
around 150-300 ohms is matched to 50 ohm coaxial
cable with a step-down balun. A typical design employs
91 ft of wire for the long leg and 45 ft for the short leg,
for an overall length of 136 feet. Computer modeling
indicates a satisfactory match on 3.5, 7, 14, 18, 24.9,
28.5 and 50 MHz using a 4:1 balun.
The Buxcomm Windom antenna that Charles
intended to re-hang is claimed to cover 10 bands, with
an acceptable SWR of less than 2:1. See:
http://www.packetradio.com/pdfzips/TheWindomAntennaHand
book.pdf by K4ABT. (Buxcomm is no longer trading.)

44 ft
End
insulator

89 ft

4:1 Balun

two tall trees.
In Charles’ previous
arrangement, the horizontal
wire antenna was held up at
both ends using Dacron
rope. Thanks to the weight
of the 4:1 balun and coaxial
cable there was considerable sag of this very long
antenna at the feed point.
The Dacron rope was
all replaced with Mastrant
Antenna Support Rope,
using a rope “messenger
line” between the two trees.
A single pulley running
along this line now supports
the balun and 30 - 40 feet
Joe WA2MCR casts a line
of 50 ohm coaxial cable in
an inverted-V configuration. over Charles’ tree using a
fishing pole.
4:1 Balun

Sh

ort

44
leg

ft

110°

Long

Feedpoint
height 35 ft

Ends 8-12 ft
above ground

leg 8
9

ft
Ends 8-12 ft
above ground

Horizontal distance 118 ft

Buxcomm Windom antenna in inverted-V configuration
occupies 118 ft instead of 134 ft horizontal distance.

Old Coax-Seal on the PL-259/SO-239 connectors
was all replaced with fresh material, the balun was
hoisted into the air and the wire ends were then pulled
out in inverted-V fashion, before being fastened 10 feet
above ground using more of the Mastrant support rope.
A check by Charles on 40 meters revealed plenty
of signals and a satisfactory VSWR. - NM9J

Insulated,
stranded
copper wire

SO-239
Buxcomm 802134 Windom antenna has an overall length
of 134 feet.

Charles’ own CSV19 pneumatic launcher
(http://www.akbeng.com/) was awaiting repair so the first
attempt to launch a line over the trees employed Mike
N2EAB’s launcher. Unfortunately an important component failed before Mike was able to reach sufficient
height. A ‘Weaver Arborist’ Throw Line brought by
NM9J was also unable to reach high enough into
Charles’ tree. Finally Joe WA2MCR brought out his
fishing pole and was able to launch nylon lines over the

Charles N2SO checks performance of the newly re-strung
Windom antenna.
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Peekskill / Cortlandt Amateur
Radio Association
Mail: PCARA, PO Box 146, Crompond, NY 10517
E-Mail: mail ‘at’ pcara.org
Web site: http://www.pcara.org
PCARA Update Editor: Malcolm Pritchard, NM9J
E-mail: NM9J ‘at’ arrl.net
Newsletter contributions are always very welcome!
Archive: http://nm9j.com/pcara/newslett.htm
PCARA Information
PCARA is a Non-Profit Community Service
Organization. PCARA meetings take place the first
Sunday of each month* at 3:00 p.m. in Dining Room B of
NewYork-Presbyterian/Hudson Valley Hospital, Rt. 202,
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567. Drive round behind the
main hospital building and enter from the rear (look for
the oxygen tanks). Talk-in is available on the 146.67
repeater. *Apart from holidays and July/August break.
PCARA Repeaters
W2NYW: 146.67 MHz -0.6, PL 156.7Hz
KB2CQE: 449.925MHz -5.0, PL 179.9Hz
N2CBH: 448.725MHz -5.0, PL 107.2Hz

PCARA Calendar
Sun Dec 1: PCARA Holiday Dinner, Cortlandt Colonial Restaurant, 5:00 p.m.
Sat Dec 14: PCARA Breakfast, Uncle Giuseppe’s, Yorktown
Hts. 9:00 a.m.
Tue Dec 24: Radio coordination, Church of the Holy Spirit,
1969 Crompond Rd., Cortlandt Manor, 2:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Sun Jan 5: PCARA meeting, Annual Bring & Buy Auction,
Note new location: Cortlandt Town Center CUE Room,
3:00 p.m.
Hamfests
Sat Jan 4: Ham Radio University, LIU / Post, Hillwood
Commons Student Center, 720 Northern Boulevard,
Brookville, NY.
VE Test Sessions
Dec 8: Yonkers ARC, Yonkers OEM, 789 Saw Mill River Rd,
Yonkers NY. 11:30 a.m. Pre-reg. Walter Pastor (914) 826-5571.
Dec 12: WECA, Westchester Co Fire Trg Center, 4 Dana Rd., Valhalla, NY. 7:00 p.m. S. Rothman, (914) 949-1463.
Dec 16: Columbia Univ ARC, 531 Studebaker Bldg, 615 W. 131
St., New York, NY. 6:30 pm, Alan Crosswell (212) 854-3754.
Dec 21: PEARL, Mahopac Public Library, 668 Route 6, Meeting
Rm 3rd Floor, Mahopac NY. 10:00 a.m. Michael Troy (845) 2254650
Saturdays: Westchester Amateur Radio Club, 12 noon. Must call
Paul Maytan AC2T (914) 237-5589 for details and appointment.

Peekskill / Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association Inc.
PO Box 146
Crompond, NY 10517
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